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At 17 years old, Acacia Moirgetes is
starting to feel like her boring, lonely
existence is something of a tragedy. A
Greek tragedy, that is. Acacia quickly
learns that the life she thought she knew is
a lie. More disturbingly, its a lie shes been
telling herself to avoid the terrible truth.
Now shes on a mission to corral the Greek
gods of myth back to Mount Olympus
before all Hades breaks loose. With the
help of her guide, a curmudgeonly former
goat named Amal, and her two Pyroskia
devastatingly
handsome
bodyguards,
Blaise and Ash, whose devotion to Acacia
runs
deeper
than
either
ever
imaginedAcacia must follow the truth to its
darkest ends. Along the way, shell have to
recover her forgotten powers, come to
terms with the woman she once was, and
perhaps most importantly, discover why
she left Olympus in the first place.
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